Energy Enhancement Environment features
multi-dimensional Sound/Music for advanced
Sound Healing Sessions for...

Sound Healing
Training

Reducing stress and creating peaceful and
heart-centered states

Certification Program

Enhancing meditation experiences
Increasing self-healing abilities
Grounding 5D higher frequencies to 3D
Initiating shamanic & higher consciousness
explorations
Increasing vitality and overall well-being
Stimulating the pineal/pituitary gland to awaken
third eye visions
Accelerating advanced learning processes and
whole brain thinking
Enhancing body/mind/spirit connections
Awakening higher creativity
Releasing intuitive & psychic gifts
Activating multi-strand DNA

Evolutionary Sound Room for Healing &
Transformational Processes

Balancing chakras and expanding auric field
Stimulating lucid and higher dreaming states

located at . . .

Increasing synchronicities and manifestation
abilities
Assists with attracting one’s intentions via
harmonic resonance with greater matrix
Aligning one with abundance on all levels
Invoking profound Physical Transformation
(rejuvenation, anti-aging)
.....and more

727.235.6302 • Text 727.266.2968

JoAnn Chambers • JoAnn@visionarymusic.com
VisionaryMusic.com • Longhouse.info/odyssey.html

Longhouse Healing Arts Center

2309 49th Street S. • St. Pete/Gulfport, FL 33707 • 727.322.5766

This is an advanced course in Sound Healing using
the energy enhancement environment called the
Odyssey Sound & Light Temple. The objective for
participants in this series of classes is to learn various
sound healing techniques using ShapeshifterDNA’s
multidimensional QSET sound & music in this sound
room. Sound is a powerful teacher when used with
conscious intent as it can bypass the mental body’s
labyrinth of thought forms and deeply ingrained
belief systems. Sound takes you directly to the core
essence of who you are on a pure vibrational level.
You can learn how to manage your bio-energetic
matrix (physical & etheric bodies) in new ways
to assist you in all your personal transformation
processes. You will receive training on how to work
with the Odyssey Sound & Light Temple so that you
can continue your explorations privately along with
ongoing trainings and group support sessions to
advance your knowledge.

Class 2

The following is a general overview for this
beginning class format allowing for spontaneous
teachings to arise and things to shift depending on
the group energy. Each class is a 3 hour course and
the schedule will repeat so you can take the next
class when you are ready. In between classes, you
will do your own private work in the Odyssey as well
as in your own home with the soundscapes.

Class 5

Class 1
Odyssey Room Intro, breathwork,
meditation, becoming & dissolving
into sound, principles of resonance &
entrainment, cymatics, understanding
frequency-based information,
multidimensional music, private session with
JoAnn and instruction on the Odyssey

Engaging Higher Self, physical body
awareness, chakra balancing, auric field
clearing, grounding, color & light energy,
cleansing & detoxing

Class 3
Working with your energy bodies and
dimensional realms, expanding your focus and
awareness of physical and etheric realms,
self healing techniques, psychic development

Class 4
Directing focus, connecting with spirit guides
& master teachers, setting intent, shamanic
journeying, connecting with power animals
and spirit guides, calling forth master
healers and teachers

DNA Activation, reprogramming,
deconstruction/reconstruction, repatterning,
pastlife awareness, soul retrieval, vibrational
alignment for manifestation generation,
ascension dynamics

Class 6
Sleep, lucid dreaming, dream recall,
dimensional communications, understanding
symbols, recapitulation
Additional classes will be added as the program
expands based on interactivity and group information
exchange. CU classes for massage therapists will be
added.

Private Sessions in the Odyssey
In order to receive certification for personal work in the
Odyssey and to receive the following discounts, you
need to have completed the first class in the series and
a private session with JoAnn. During this session you
will be trained on the operation of the Odyssey and its
components. She will also guide you on your first journey
to get started on your adventures. You can continue at
your own pace with this program. The Odyssey space
will be made available throughout the week and a shared
calendar will help to schedule your appointments.

Discount Packages
Odyssey Sessions $30 - 90 minutes
3 Pack $75 ($25 each)
6 Pack $120 ($20 each)
9 Pack $135 ($15 each)
Private session with JoAnn $60/90min (normally $75)
Phone consult with JoAnn $45/60min (normally $60)

A Personal Note from JoAnn
I have been working privately in the Odyssey Sound Room
since 1989, over 25 years now. I have logged hundreds of
hours in this space learning, exploring and discovering
our vast potentials as we choose to consciously evolve
and grow our Light Quotient. I want to begin sharing
what I have learned with others so that they can enjoy
the many benefits available while working and exploring
in this powerful space. My husband Gary and I created
this environment so that we could do our higher work
in a room uniquely created for self-healing and advanced
meditation work. It has supported our evolutionary work
in so many ways and has enabled us to bring through the
higher teachings found within our music soundscapes
and writings. While each of us has a unique focus this
lifetime, there is much one can learn about your personal
journey when you allow yourself the opportunity to fully
surrender into the vastness of ALL. Teachings will arise
from the Odyssey’s energetic vortex that will support you
in all areas of your transformational processes, whatever
that is for you at this time. As you evolve, it opens up more
portals of information for you to explore. It is a neverending field of great potential. I look forward to sharing
its many gifts with you.
JoAnn

